
Animators on animation 

Myron Campbell 

> Thanks to Susan and Emily for inviting him back 
> Worked at tbc for 4 years, first as a workstudy, working on HorizonZero. Collection of art and 

culture from across the country. Learned value of not having to do everything yourself, 
worked in a team environment. 

> Got freaked out by animals when he first arrived in Banff and wondered what they were 
thinking. Started to make narratives about the animals, combined them with human parts and 
injected story and emotion. 

> People take photos of animals and make them "perform". Worked on ongoing series of short 
films. Dave Kretz does all the programming. Can interact with the animals and annoy them. 
Did this in free time while working at horizonzero. 

> Got in touch with nfb at this time and was asked to do an advent calendar mailout xmas card. 
Little snippets of narratives for every day. 

> Always been interested in intimacy of interactive projects, like a choose your own adventure 
book. 

> Distant Air - deals with memories. Six snippets of animation, each deals with a specific 
memory about a bird. Some are real, some are made up. Memories of dreams collaged 
together. As a user, you can go into these animations to conjure up the memories. Not 
everyone will be able to uncover the full extent of the narrative - those that can follow the 
path create a bond with Myron. Shot a magpie in the eye when he was young, in the 
animation, you can put the eye back in as a way of apologizing. 

> Fragile circus - how it's made -found images online and collaged. Taken without permission, 
but images are disguised so they are almost unrecognizable. 

Cam Christensen 

> Inspired by Myron's work, but does a lot of commercial projects. 
> Anlanda has been around for seven years, does a lot of commercial video projects. 
> Does motion graphic and web work for veer and critical mass 
> Went to acad, studied painting. As digital world evolved, became drawn in. did experimental 

pieces in spare time. 
> Did some work for a theatrical company, then made a piece for an artist to do live improv to, 

about how when you're single and lonely, all you see are couples everywhere. 
> Graffiti is a source of inspiration, spends time searching for graffiti on the web. 
> Adopts classical animation techniques as well. 
> 3d modeling - inspired by motion capture, looked for faster ways to animate. Showed video 

for scratch bastid w break dancing lego men. 3d visuals and motion graphics for spoken 
word artist (why are we here). 

> "I Have Seen The Future" - got attention from Judy Gladstone at last year's interactive 
Screen. Opportunity to investigate motion capture. Pitched concept to BravoFACT. Used 
black lights and ping pong balls for motion capture experiments. 

> CITYTV feature - on Cam in Toronto International Film Festival (I Have Seen The Future). 
Inspired by song from Kris Demeanor. 

> Screened at High Performance Rodeo, TIFF< VIFF, Palm Springs, EIFF, World Wide Short 
Film Festival, GIFF, Seoul International Film Festival, won DMAA Award. 

> Next project is "I Want TO Be Evil", investigating graf elements. 

Question: Dan Gies: Myron, would you say that because you are doing most of your work on the 
web, would you say your narrative style is linear and nonspecific? 

MC: Yes, it does influence how it is shown, he enjoys working online. Immediacy, work at 
fingertips. He does consider this structure when he starts a project. 



Dan: for both: What are the biggest challenges you run into when you create a narrative and have 
to put it into another medium, ie internet to linear narrative (tv, short film, etc). Interactive to tv? 

CC: wants to connect with audiences. Made a quick short a long time ago, and while it was 
playing for the audience, became aware that he never considered the audience. He was drawn to 
Kris' song, and witnessed a very visceral reaction from audience. Start with script, then 
incorporate visual. 

MC: More selfish. Gets into his own head, projects come from random thoughts. Tries to consider 
audience reaction more so now than before. Chooses to create resonation between his internal 
dialogue and his audience. 

Question: Judy Gladstone for Cam: Who was the oil company piece made for? 

CC: RCA (Kris Demeanor) wrote song for performance at Grand Theatre, asked Cam to do 
visuals. Both are from Calgary, Kris can interpret Calgary in such an interesting way (Oil 
processes etc.) 

(Next question from Judy was too quiet to hear due to tech difficulties.) 

Julian Priest: Broadband - delivered from satellite - production tools, some of the aesthetic 
reminds him of early 90's cd roms. Now content can be delivered over a network. 

Judy: TIFF called in the beginning of May and said that in the history of the festival, they have 
never made this call before, but they wanted the world premiere at TIFF for I Have Seen The 
Future. Unfortunately, it had already been shown at High Performance Rodeo, World Wide Short 
Film Festival, Montreal Jazz Festival. 



Interactive Narrative Roundtable 

Veronique Malefant, Myron Campbell, David Clark, Keith Clarkson, Melissa Mongiat, Caitlin 
O'Donovan 

VM: Introduced Panel 
lmmersive Environment: We think we are using new media to advance, when we are 

actually recycling. It changes the medium of storytelling to into the medium of experience. 

Can we explore the relationship between story and interactivity? 

MC: I find that using interactivity and having an audience interact with nonlinear narrative, 
alongside videogames, a person can have an intimate experience, and have different 
experiences every time they explore the story. 

DC: How I got into this: doing visual art installation pieces with layers and layers of meaning, 
worried they were arcane and only interesting to me. Started doing cd roms, and audience could 
ask questions. Interactivity is how you get inside the stories of my work. 

AC: My work shows as single channel in film festivals, no real interactivfty. Forms stories out of 
my own sensory experience of the footage, and connects with audiences as they experience the 
narrative. New piece built out of relationships with viewer response. 

KC: rely on presence of players to interact and make story come together and play out. It is 
incumbent upon player to make sense out of chaos and tell the story they hope is there. It is our 
job as puppetmasters to steer them away from tangential stories, back to the main narrative. 

MM: Installations where environment is the playground and the public are the characters -
interactivity allows the converation to be, sustained, makes people active in the environment. 

Susan Kennard: Comment: Interactivity- everything there is interesting and rewarding from a 
user point of view, but to explore with a computer makes it feel incomplete. To view as a group 
allows discussion. We don't yet have an interesting and productive way to experience the work 
both as individuals or as a community. To sit down and look at work in a meaningful way, we 
have to watch them in contexts like IS. 

DC: Nature of Net Art is that it is on the net. As technology changes, there is a lot of loss, loss of 
ritual of moviegoing experience. You lure people in on the internet through interactivity. In the 
cinema, if you make something that people don't engage with, people hate you. There is more 
opportunity to engage with audiences through interactivity, can connect audiences with creators. 

MC: Net Art is made for the net. At festivals with new media sections, no one ever knows how to 
show the work. Normally shown at "kiosks" while people are drinking and mulling around. There is 
no cinematic experience. There is a gap that needs to be acknowledged. 

DC: We have lost cinematic endurance. 

AC: Positive experiences in festivals in Holland. People are invited to experience work in a new 
way, ie, projected on barges in a canal. In an old courthouse. Six Course dinners made in 
response to a net art piece. 

Judy Gladstone: Myron is right, need to fight for the right to be experienced properly. Check out 
SF festival. Interactive pieces need to be shown in small spaces. 

VM: Are we going into a new form of entertainment? 



KC: For us, it's a new and old form. What we are trying to do with our alternate reality game is 
create a "holodeck", where you are playing a role, like an actor. If the technology exists, we'll 
push it forward further. · 

VM: Technology has been developing, connecting communities more and more. Is there a big 
impact in our social lives? Social spaces? Is it now. 

MM: I am looking for it now. A sense of responsibility should be fostered in consumer culture 
around this. Social involvement - people will try to connect, but how, probably not on the net. 

DC: A radical way to think about it is to go back to web 2.0. we've had games forever - what we 
are doing now is incorporating game theory into technology, play, interaction. How do you design 
interactivity? Is there something called interaction design? Yes. What is interesting is what you 
CAN'T design. We can't prepare for every aspect of audience interaction. 

VM: Do you think interactive design is making new challenges with the way we create stories? 

MC: In terms of opportunity, making work for the net (net art), working with bravofact and NFB, 
having all your stuff online and available allows for tons of opportunity that you may not have if 
you WEREN'T designing for the net. 

DC: I rail against trivial novelty of it. What is the content? Where is the quality? Excited about 
alternative reality game, and possibility for level of participation. 

KC: Looking at the best way of relating story. It's important not to cheap out, make it too flashy, 
knock people out of story. Natural flow from your world to the next. 

MM: It always starts with an initial story, work with constraints of environment. How do you make 
it comfortable and inviting? Narrative is a good way to make this happen. 

MC: I answered that wrong. Challenges - major one is that there are too many ways to tell the 
story through technology. It's hard to strip down the "flashy" elements and just tell the story. It's a 
delicate balance and an ongoing challenge. 

Daniel Canty: How do you review the relationship between new media and writers as 
collaborators, ie screenplay? 

KC: We incorporate writing as a huge part of the game design process. It's a partnership that 
moves through the story. Narrative and character development, but interactive cues are laid down 
at the same time. Script must be solid. 

DC: Going back to complaint of cinema as illustrated script. I think that one of the things that 
opened up around new media and internet is you have the ability to build narrative out of a visual 
vocabulary and movement. Although I am tied to tech and narrative, I give myself room to collage 
and "spazz out". 

MM: seems to be a thing happening with acquaintances, whe is available in the community to 
work with. Chemistry between collaborators. 

Jim Bizzochi: What are we referring to when we talk about narrative? Confounding catch-all for all 
facets of narrative. May be at least two tensions that interfere with the interactive experience: 
Design tension, authorial control. Editors control to some degree, but as soon as we give that 
over to the user, we risk the pleasure of story. Experience tension, opposition between 
surrendering to story and having to make choice. 



DC: golden rule of screenwriting is to put character in danger to make audience feel sympathy. 
Aikiyo video game in japan - young boy trying to escape from castle, but you also have to take 
care of this little girl. Instead of dramatic tension, call it narrative vertigo - drawn in by curiosity. 
Curiosity of finding yourself negotiating between real and unreal. 

KC: when we design our game, we play with the balance of giving people control, and controlling 
the story. Amazed by how much people accept and continue to believe. They want to believe the 
story so badly! Role-playing overwhelms logic and sense of belief. 

MM: It's open to change. You need to leave a door for the unexpected to happen. It drives us. 

VM: What do you think of second life and similar games? 

KC: I've never been on second life. I think it's creepy. I like being myself. 

MC: I know people who are obsessed with their virtual identities. Met a painter who made 
paintings for peoples' houses on second life. People do buy them. 

DC: Opposite side: when I get into a novel and I absorb an alternate worldview, it influences how 
I see my own world. This must happen with the virtual world as well. 

Noel Begin: These things aren't cinema and extensions of disbelief. These are extensions of 
belief. They are present. This isn't happening in cinema, but it's happening in some sort of 
framework. I've seen people exist in both places and it feels like we aren't using the right 
language to describe this, but KC comes close. I don't know where to go with this. 

Stephan Schulz: Second life is really interesting, You go in and do whatever, like a puppetmaster, 
but it IS about limitation, pressing the user through a labyrinth. But in secondlife, you can be a 
stickman and dance naked. I wonder if it's more true to the technology to have environments like 
second life. If you want to have a narrative, cinema already does that really well. 

KC: Secondlife is good, you can do whatever you want, but that's not a story, that's existence. 
People want to be entertained. That's why we read books and go to the opera. We want to 
experience something that someone else is giving us. Maybe inside secondlife, you'll go to a play 
or something. Existence is not a story. It's just life. 

Ghassan Fayad: they both influence each other. It's a good example of how the stars of the show 
create their own environment, create their story within that premise. 

AC: the back and forth is a trick: is it about you or me? Is this a story, or is this my life? This is a 
tension between feeling and knowing. 

MM: If you're just living it's not a story. Sophie Calle uses tools to make peoples' lives into stories. 

KC: existing is you in your own life, being alive. You can relate stories ABOUT your existing, but 
existing itself, the act of existence, is NOT a story. 

Daniel Canty: Mental illness comes at.the point where your personal narrative is broken. Why do 
people use the word narrative so much?! There is a difference between a narrative and a story. 
They aren't the same. Sometimes it seems like what has to be questioned is the value of writing -
literature is this lost object, a romantic notion in our civilization. 

DC: don delillo - all thoughts lead towards death. 

Noel begin: Your life may not be a story, but people are starting to incorporate a story into their 
lives. It's not about audience, it's about living in both places. 



DC: Narrative - I was very fascinated by nursery rhymes and the connection between forms of 
narrative and mythology. Mythology and nursery rhymes are social constructions. One of the big 
changes from cinematic narrative to web 2.0 and reality television is that we are beginning to look 
at stories that don't exist as peculiarities of lived experience. 

Celine Seman: We are living in a story, whether we are conscious of it or not. 



Choreography and Media 

Dana Gingras 

> Presenting work from Holy Body tattoo - multimedia dance company. 
> Moving into different position with how she works with media. 
> HBT: images projected behind performers on screen. Playing with scale, dwarfing 

performers. Audience had to choose between looking at the images or looking at the dancers 
- what is more powerful? 

> Re-fraternity - Piece was made in 1993, but content becomes more and more relevant as 
time goes on. Still touring now. Image of dancers on screen syncs up with live dancers
completely inorganic. 

> Love letter to paris - romantic cinematic opulence. Tried to bring environment into a live 
performance. Very traditional. Tried to go against the typecast of harderedge stuff. 

> "monumental" - HBT's last piece - seven performers. Collaboration between Jenny Holzer 
and Godspeed You! Black Emperor. Deals with power, commodity, making performers 
dwarfed. Always question of - why is it necessary to have media in the work? How does it tie 
in? 

> interested in total concept of choreography - text, movement, image. The tension is in the 
spaces between. 

> "The End", collaboration with Jonathan lnksetter- shot entirely on cell phones. Dancers 
moved on perimeter of stage. Based on movie "Kloot" (sp?). 

> Animals of Distinction: Smashup. Dana met James Patterson because she liked 
Presstube.com. She put her own soundtrack to his work and thought it worked better than his 
soundtrack did, so she emailed him and asked if he wanted to collaborate. Chain Reaction: 
shared Time and Space in common. Made a library of "roadkill" body positions. Premiered in 
may 2007. 



Leah's intro. 

> Nouns before verbs- term interactive is misused- it's reactive. Focus on objects. 
> Show and tell - to pay for school, did a lot of contracts - ART +COM "Vattenfall Media 

Fa9ade" in Berlin - contributed to generative animation. 5 storey rear projected animation. 
Installation was all about biological processes, plants growing throughout museum space. Did 
a lot of research on flowers, used processing to make an algorithm to describe how plants 
move in the wind. 

> 01 's "United We Stand" - surveillance piece - poster for movie that never existed. Ran ads in 
magazines, put up billboards in nyc and Europe. 

> Own work: "Another Starry Night": Mojave desert in California - reflection of casseiopeia. 
Powered by solar generators that charged during the day. 

> "Poetry of the City'' - atNYU. Doing research on library checkout data, asked to make 
installation around outside of library. There is a section of books that the library doesn't keep 
records of checking in and out - sexuality and mental illness. 

Julian Priest Keynote - The internet as (dis)Abled interface 

> brought infrastructure out from building - couldn't get Ethernet cable, but have wireless 
bridge. 

> Internet is thought of as a virtual space - ghostly disembodied existence. William Gibson. 
Space of experience of using the web. 

> Starting in the 90s, we dove into this space. We are telecommuters. We are net denizens. 
> Physical reality of the internet. The internet is not a web, it's a connection of networks, 

stitched together by protocols, and hardware. 
> On top: http. Before http, there were no browsers. Application level: ftp, dhcp, tcp/ip. 
> Transport layer, then internet layer (IP addresses - 10.10. 86.90.) 
> Next layer: MAC addresses, physical address of every Ethernet layer 
> Physical layer- 1011010110101 
> Layer O - environmental layer - physical "stuff" - external circuits. Interface with the 

environment. Made up of lots and lots of bits of hardware. 
> Environmental issues associated with hardware - lots of local loops are made of copper -

mines in western Australia. Increasing cost of copper. 
> Voluntary poverty to examine physicality of internet. If you want to see something for real, 

take it away. 
> Wireless network in Catalonia - "copper wire that ties" - slogan. Logo is a pair of snippers. 

Shows diagram of ping from a wired interface vs. wireless interface. Ping is a network 
diagnostic tool. Throwing a packet of data across the network, when it reaches its destination, 
an "ack" is thrown back. (he cuts the Ethernet cable connected to his computer to illustrate 
this difference). WAVmon checks the radio response of the wireless interface- (he uses a 
sheet of tin foil to block the wireless signal, but signals are dispersed). 

> There are other ways of building networks. Wireless is controlled by a system of rules and 
protocols, and that part of the electromagnetic spectrum is governed by a set of rules. Free 
network movement with homemade receivers. 

> Traces power cable from laptop through to building., power meter, local supply grid, 
substation, power station. Power draw for computers - powering servers, air conditioning, etc 
- big effect on environment. Google is 1/3 powered by solar panels. Shuts off mic and uses 
tin foil cone to speak through. Puts computer in blue recycle box. What is the laptop made out 
of? 

> This year, there will be 97 million laptops thrown out. That's like an oil tanker of laptops. 
There are a lot of hazardous materials in laptops - lead, aluminum, 300g of aluminum in the 
apple laptopcase. What are the energy implications? Since the 60's there have been issues 
about an aluminum smelter in nz. Making aluminum takes a lot of energy- works out to 
boiling a kettle for 2 hours for one laptop. If you add it up for every production process for 
every device, that's quite damaging. 



> Consequences of energy usage - we've created a massive industry around laptops - wasted 
resources. Energy security - burning oil. We've reached peak oil - now the quality is going 
down. Climate change. Massive global economic boom. Huge consensus around 
sustainability, we agree that something needs to be done - in the west anyway. Developing 
nations in asia will expect to have access to all the same resources that the west did, 
historically. 

> If there's no internet, there's no digital media, then where are we? 
> Go back to 1973, oil crisis - Czech cartoon about mole that witnessed the fall of western 

infrastructure due to oil running out. If you're lucky, you'll find a plough. But will you know 
what to do with it? 

> 1968 - no personal computers, no digital media, no internet. Vietnam war, etc - key text is 
"The Last Whole Earth Catalog". Filled hints and tips on how to do anything. Life outside of 
consumer culture. Spurred on by new printing technology. Manual for DIY culture, but also a 
catalog for selling things. It's a bit conflicted that way. It aspired to having a global reach, but 
was only really read in North America. Promotses massive decentralization of everything. 
Edited by Stuart Grant, Kevin Kelly (went on to be the editor of Wired. 

> First public exploration of digital media was in 1968 - assisted by Stuart Grant 
> 



New Directions in Screen Content 

Wayne Clark 

> APTN is a new broadcaster in Canada - challenge to figure out how new media works in this 
context 

> Multiplatform is a major challenge., 
> Digital Drum - web 2.0 project. Social interactivity - new vision excecise, new branding, 

interactivity that engages with audience .. First objective is to increase on line and realworld 
activity in elders and youth. 

> Second - link aboriginal elders with the youth. Ability to upload video from elders speaking 
about given topics, in their own language. 

> Third - support a learning environment by providing educational resources ie pdfs. Mandated 
by Canadian heritage. How can we incorporate something relevant that speaks to all 
aboriginal communities, that kids will like? Released tools to create this content. 

> Final objective is to increase hits. Potentially be able to create shorts based on user 
generated content. 

> Can really focus just on the brand, can tie in promotion and advertising. 
> Also a space for NEW traditions - aboriginal artists from different backgrounds that didn't 

have a place for their artwork now have a community space to interact and present their 
work. 

Judy Gladstone 

> Bravo! FACT - setup to showcase the arts. 
> Banff centre has been very instrumental in the projects that have been later developed by the 

program. 
> Inspired to create mobile media program after seeing video cellphone presentation at BNMI. 

Approached NFB, project was called "shorts in motion". Caught imagination of media, was a 
big success. Invited to present at BWTVF. 

> Met someone from Cannes, approached her and asked her to come to Cannes and speak -
never heard of a project that commissioned artists to create content SPECIFICALLY for 
videophones - most European content was advertisements, porn, etc. 

> At the time, video cellphones weren't available, but they would be the xmas gift of the year. 
Judy approached four filmmakers in Toronto to make shorts. Don McKellar, Sook-yin Lee, 
Mark McKinney, and . Borrowed a video cellphone to show to producers. Gave them a 
running time, not a theme. 2.5 min. Has to look good on a small screen - cliffhanger after 2.5 
minutes, so the audience would go back to pay for the second half. 

> Was contacted by head of Ericksson to use content to show that video content could be more 
sophisticated, to Ericksson employees to show potential clients. 

> www.shortsinmortion.com 
> second phase - must be 2 minutes, deal with theme of seduction. 

Michael Fukushima 

> Animator from NFB. 
> In the last few years, there has been a slight change in focus at NFB - now coming to grips 

with NEW MEDIA. 
> Pas de deux - Norm Maclaren 
> Currently at NFB: 3 motivations for doing these things: Things that are enabled by digital 

technology, things that could not be done 10 years ago, can be done now. Outlines 3 
projects. Projects that are powered by "new thinking" for NFB. le interactive featurette in 
coproduction with CFC. (wasn't able to hear the third, sorry. ) 

> The film board is still your grandfather's film board, but it's now your film board too. 



> Citizenship program - social mandate of the 70's - is this coming back? This DIY attitude is 
making a comeback - some francophone participatory websites are hugely popular. 


